
City of Seattle
Office of Profe ssional Accountabi lity

September 29,2015

Chief Kathleen M. O'Toole
Seattle Police Department
PO Box 34986
Seattle, WA 98124-4986

RE: MANAGEMENT ACTION RECOMMENDATION (2015OP A-122s & 20L5OPA-1296)

Dear Chief O'Toole:

In recent weeks, OPA has received complaints from an individual regarding the use of High
Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes by SPD employees driving unmarked SPD vehicles with a
single occupant (the driver). RCW $46.61.165 in association with WAC $468-510-010 provide a
law enforcement exemption to the two or more occupants requirement for HOV lanes. WAC
$468-510-010 authorizes, "offtcial marked law enforcement and fire department vehicles
equipped with emergency lights and siren, operated by an on-duty state patrol, local, or county
law enforcement personnel" to use the HOV lane. The vehicles observed and photographed by the
complainant were not marked. In addition, given the circumstances and time of day when the SPD
vehicles were observed using the HOV lane, it is possible the drivers were not on-duty.

SPD has no clear policy or published directive regarding employee use of unmarked Department
vehicles in the HOV lanes. Based on informal and anecdotal information gathered by OPA, there
appears to be a widely held belief among SPD personnel at all levels that the terms "unmarked"
and "on-duty" are subject to interpretation.

I recognize that the unauthorized use of HOV lanes is a relatively small matter. Nonetheless,
public trust is based on the assurance that SPD employees will hold themselves accountable in
both small and large matters. The unauthorized use of a HOV lane by SPD employees in an
unmarked vehicle is a highly public and visible contradiction to accountability.

Recommendation: With the goal of aiding SPD to maintain its reservoir of public trust, I
recommend that SPD direct its employees to adhere to the RCW and WAC regarding unmarked
vehicles and their use in the HOV lanes. Employees operating unmarked SPD vehicles while
responding to emergency situations in the HOV lanes should be required to employ the use of the
emergency lights and/or siren as a means to notify the public of their emergency response. This
expectation should be incorporated into Department policy. In addition, I recommend that SPD
monitor its employees'adherence to all traffic laws and remind them that their driving behavior
reflects on the Seattle Police Department.
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Thank you very much for your prompt attention to this matter of public trust and confidence in
the professional conduct of the SPD and its employees. Please inform me of your response to this
recommendation and, should you decide to take action as a result, the progress of this action.

S

Pierce Murphy
Director, O ffice of Professional Accountability
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